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Informative essay outline

Go to the main content Getty Images Hi, my name is Jen, and I do not use cell phone. I also don't have my own laptop, desktop, iPad, iPod, or any e-reader of any kind. Don't look for me on Facebook or Vine. And forget a Finsta, because I don't care how the regular Insta works. As for Twitter, I was
required to join this year for a written assignment, but I only tweeted once - and made some mistakes in the process. I hear LinkedIn can help me as a freelancer, and foursquare lets people know where I'm eating Thai food tonight. But honestly, I'd rather chew aluminum foil than figure out this app – or
any other. I hate technology. It's the curse of my existence. I'm happy to be left behind. Of course I do have access to the above devices and social media platforms. My husband Billy passed along his old laptop, so I can use it for work and send emails (although I've heard that no one likes email
anymore, it's all about texting, sigh...). He also has a light-hearted iPad or is it an iPad Air? I'm not sure if it's the first version or second (or whatever this even means), but it looks pretty handy in its purple case. My 16-year-old daughter got a Kindle Paperwhite for her birthday last year and she helped me
download a novel (I can't load anything up, down, or sideways). This seemed like a good idea at the time (the book was All The Light We Cannot See, a hefty tome of over 500 pages). However, I had to ask complete strangers on the subway for help with the 'bookmark' option. There's also a way to
brighten the screen, get the font bigger, and look up words I don't know, but I'll be damned if I figure this out. Give me a real book every day of the week (I'm the proud owner of two library cards from a few nice settings). Apparently the TV in our basement has HD capabilities, but I had it in my hands for
several years before a guest at a Super Bowl party showed me how to turn this feature on (add 7 for the channel - who knew?). Yes, I had seen ranger hockey and Wimbledon all this time in standard definition. I've also been told that the TV is 'smart', which means it's possible to stream entertainment
from the web. I'm dedicated to House of Cards and would love to look at it now, but of course I can't be bothered to get a Roku (or learn how to install it). Guess I'll just sit down and wait for it to come out on a good old fashioned drive (a few more months!) However, I can record TV shows, which can
make you believe I'm up-to-date on Better Call Saul and Mad Men. But unfortunately, when I clicked to watch a program recently - the latest of the excellent BBC America crime series Broadchurch – I realized it had stopped recording after just three episodes. I almost cried. Billy rolls his eyes at my
stubborn, low-tech life and has tried to foist his old flip phone on me. I have it in my But it's never charged. People call me so many times that he's recorded a message that says, Don't leave a voicemail here for Jen - just call her at home. Isn't that what the landline is for? Should technology rule my life?
Why do phones squeak all the time and texts always fly? And should chats be snapped? No, thanks - I don't want to Skype with you or play Scrabble-like games online or be added to Google+. Call me crazy, but I'm happy to live without technology (wait, don't call you - my phone is dead!) Try me at
home. Or knock on my door. That's right, I don't have a doorbell either... Related stories: • Why I'm not ashamed of having a housekeeper • I was the fattest hiker on the mountain • Do your kids need their own tablets? This content is created and maintained by a third party and imported onto this page to
help users provide their email addresses. You can find more information about this and similar content on piano.io An essay with 200 words is limited in length, taking between three and five paragraphs, depending on the sentence structure and vocabulary used. An essay is a short piece of writing on a
particular subject. The number of pages used for a 200-word essay varies based on the font used and the distance. A typed piece may require only one page, while a handwritten piece may require multiple pages. It is important to outline a topic prior to the beginning of such a short essay to ensure that
the points that need to be addressed are clear. In addition, concise introductory and conclusion paragraphs are important for an effective short essay. If you are tasked with writing an essay for a class assignment, the project may seem daunting. However, your assignment doesn't have to be a hair-pulling,
frazzled all-nighter. Think of writing an essay like you're making a hamburger. Imagine the parts of a burger: There is a bun (bread) on top and a bun on the bottom. In the middle you will find the meat. Your introduction is like the top roll announcing the subject, your supporting paragraphs are the beef in
the middle, and your conclusion is the bottom bun, supporting everything. The spices could provide the specific examples and illustrations that can help to clarify important points and keep your writing interesting. (After all, who would eat a hamburger made up only of bread and beef?) Each part should be
present: A soaked or missing bun would cause your fingers to immediately slide into the beef without being able to hold the burger and enjoy it. But if your burger doesn't in the middle, you would be left with two dry pieces of bread. Your introductory paragraphs introduce the reader to your subject. For
example, you choose to write an essay entitled 'Technology changes our lives'. Start your introduction with a hook that captures the reader's attention: Technology takes over our lives and the world. After you submit your subject and pull the reader in, the most important part of your introductory paragraph
(s) would be the main idea, or thesis. The Little Seagull Handbook calls this a statement that introduces your main point, identifying your topic. Your thesis statement might read: Information technology has revolutionized the way we work. But, your topic can be more varied and can cover seemingly
mundane topics, such as this opening paragraph from Mary Zeigler's How to Catch River Crabs. Zeigler grabs the reader's attention from the first sentence: As a lifelong crabber (i.e., someone who catches crabs, not a chronic complainer), I can tell you that anyone who has patience and a great love for
the river is qualified to join the ranks of crabbers. The last sentences of your introduction, then, would be a mini-sketch of what your essay will cover. Don't use a summary form, but briefly explain all the important points you want to discuss in narrative form. Expanding the burger essay theme, the
supporting paragraphs would beef up. These would include well-researched and logical points that support your thesis. The subject line of each paragraph can serve as reference points for your mini-overview. The subject sentence, which is often at the beginning of a paragraph, explains or presents the
main idea (or topic) of a paragraph. Bellevue College in Washington state shows how to write four different supporting paragraphs on four different topics: a description of a beautiful day; savings, loan and bank failures; the writer's father; and, the writer's joke-playing cousin. Bellevue explains that your
supporting paragraphs should provide rich, vivid images or logical and specific supporting details, depending on your subject. A perfect supporting paragraph for the technology topic, which was discussed earlier, could draw on current events. In the January 20-21, 2018, weekend edition, The Wall Street
Journal ran an article titled, Digital Revolution Upends Ad Industry: A Divide Between Old Guard and New Tech Hires. The article described in searing detail how one of the world's largest advertising agencies lost a large McDonald's advertising account to a relative upstart because the fast-food chain felt
the older agency was not adept enough at using data to quickly produce online ads and target minute slices of its customer base. The younger, hipper, agency, by contrast, had worked with Facebook Inc and Alphabet Inc's Google to assemble a team of data experts. You use this news story to illustrate
how technology and a need for employees who understand and can the world and changes entire industries. Just as a burger needs a durable bottom bun to contain all the ingredients inside, your essay needs a strong conclusion to support and support your points. You too of it as the closing argument
that a prosecutor could make in a criminal case. The closing arguments part of a trial takes place when the prosecution tries to strengthen the evidence they presented to the jury. While the district attorney's probably solid and compelling arguments and evidence during the trial, it's not until the closing
arguments that they tie it all together. Similarly, you repeat your key points in the conclusion in reverse order of how you listed them in your introduction. Some sources call this an inverted triangle: The intro was a triangle that was right up, where you started with a short, razor-sharp point - your hook -
which then fanned out slightly to your subject sense and widened further with your mini outline. The conclusion, on the other hand, is an inverted triangle that begins with a wide-ranging view of the evidence–the points you made in your supporting paragraphs–and then narrows to your subject sentence
and a re-endement of your hook. In this way you have logically explained your points, revalued your main idea, and left readers with a zinger that hopefully convinces them of your point of view. Bullock, Richard. The Little Seagull Handbook with exercises. Michal Brody, Francine Weinberg, Third edition,
W. W. Norton &amp; Company, December 22, 2016. 2016.
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